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Photoinitiated decomposition of HNCO near the H 1NCO threshold:
Centrifugal barriers and channel competition

M. Zyrianov, A. Sanov,a) Th. Droz-Georget,b) and H. Reislerc)

Department of Chemistry, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0482

~Received 8 January 1999; accepted 16 March 1999!

The decomposition of jet-cooled HNCO is investigated near the H1NCO channel threshold
@D0(H1NCO!538 370 cm21#. Dissociation to H1NCO at energies 17–411 cm21 above
D0~H1NCO! proceeds on the ground potential energy surface (S0), apparently without a barrier.
The rotational state distributions of the NCO(X 2P3/2,0010) fragment are well described by phase
space theory~PST!, provided that dynamical constraints are included. These constraints are
associated with long range~4–7 Å! centrifugal barriers, which are significant even near threshold
because of the small reduced mass of H1NCO, and result in a fraction of energy deposited in
fragment rotation much smaller than predicted by unconstrained PST. The influence of orientation
averaging on the attractive, long-range part of the potential is discussed, and it is argued that angular
averaging with respect to the center of mass of the rotating polyatomic fragment results in a shift in
the effective potential origin, accompanied by an attenuation of the magnitude of the potential
compared to its value for fixed H–N distance. Following initialS1(1A9)←S0(1A8) excitation and
internal conversion toS0 , HNCO~S0) decays both via unimolecular decomposition of H1NCO and
intersystem crossing to the dissociative first triplet state,T1 @yielding NH(X 3S2)1CO products#.
The competition between the two processes is interrogated by monitoring changes in the relative
yields of NCO and NH(X 3S2) as a function of excitation energy. It is concluded that near
D0(H1NCO!, the S0→T1 intersystem crossing rate is several-fold faster than the H1NCO
unimolecular decomposition rate. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of photoinitiated unimolecular reactions ha
contributed greatly to our understanding of chemical cha
at the most fundamental level. Examinations of the ne
threshold region have been particularly revealing in ident
ing barriers, symmetry and angular momentum constrai
the nature of the transition state~TS!, fluctuations, and quan
tum interference effects.1–6 In addition, the importance o
weak mixings among zero-order states, incomplete intra
lecular vibrational redistribution~IVR!, the ‘‘goodness’’ of
selected quantum numbers, and changes in the densi
states have been critically examined in the thresh
region.6–8 In molecules with large density of states, IVR
usually complete, and state-to-state fluctuations and quan
interference effects naturally average out. In such ca
treatments of the dissociation using TS theories to calcu
the average rates and product state distributions have pr
quite successful,1–6 even at the level of correlated produ
distributions.9,10

In a rate description, the average transition rate,k~E!,
from a discrete state to a continuum~or quasicontinuum! can
be described using Fermi’s Golden Rule:
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k~E!5^G~E!&/\52p^v&2r f~E!/\, ~1!

where^G~E!& is the average decay width,^v& is the average
coupling matrix element, andr f(E) is the final-state density
of states. The average rate of a unimolecular reaction ev
ing via vibrational predissociation is given by TS theory a

k~E!5N†~E!/hr~E!, ~2!

whereN†~E! is the number of open channels in the TS, a
r~E! is the density of states of the excited complex.

In this paper, we examine the threshold region of t
unimolecular decomposition of jet-cooled HNCO on t
ground state (S0), as well as the competition between d
composition to H1NCO and intersystem crossing~ISC! to
the lowest triplet state (T1). The absence of fluctuations i
the product state distributions, the simplicity of modeling
atom1linear fragment dissociation by statistical theorie
and the large number of NCO rotational levels popula
even at low excess energies make this system attractive
examination of dynamical constraints in the exit channel
barrierless dissociation.

The photoinitiated unimolecular decomposition
HNCO following S1(1A9)←S0(1A8) optical excitation leads
to three product channels:

NH~X 3S2!1CO~X 1S1! DH530 060630 cm21, ~ I!

H~2S!1NCO~X 2P! DH538 370630 cm21, ~ II !

NH~a 1D!1CO~X 1S1! DH542 750625 cm21. ~ III !
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4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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In what follows, NH(X 3S2) and NH(a 1D) are denoted by
3NH and 1NH, respectively. Dissociation to channel II ha
received considerable attention.11–22 Earlier studies at high
photolysis energy~193 nm! concluded that products accru
via direct dissociation on the excitedS1( 1A9) state potential
energy surface~PES!.13 The quantum yield for this channe
was measured over a broad excitation energy range,11,16 and
the possibility to affect the yield~relative to the yield of
channels I and III! by implanting vibrational excitation in the
molecule prior to the photolysis step was demonstrated.18 It
was also established that near its threshold, channel II di
ciation proceeded not directly onS1 , but rather via internal
conversion~IC! to S0 followed by unimolecular decompos
tion on S0 , apparently without a barrier.18–22 The barrier on
S1 to channel II dissociation was found by both experime
and theory to be at least 8000 cm21 above
D0(H1NCO!.20–22Linewidths nearD0(H1NCO! are of the
order of a wave number, corresponding to an IC time scal
few picoseconds.14,15 Fragment angular anisotropy measu
ments indicate that the appearance times of H1NCO exceed
10 ps.16,19,20

Recently, we proposed that the pathway to channe
following S1 excitation isS1→S0→T1 , at least up to the
opening of channel III.20 Thus above D0(H1NCO!,
HNCO(S0) can decay via two competing pathways, one
volving ISC to the dissociativeT1 surface, and the other—
coupling to the channel II dissociative continuum onS0 .
Here, we present evidence that near the channel II thresh
the rate of formation of3NH1CO is several-fold faster tha
the rate of formation of H1NCO. We also compare the ro
tational state distributions of NCO(2P3/2) products at avail-
able energiesEavl517– 411 cm21 aboveD0(H1NCO! to the
predictions of phase space theory~PST!.23,24 Stringent angu-
lar momentum constraints due to centrifugal barriers in
long-range part of the ground-state PES are revealed. Ow
to the small reduced mass of H1NCO ~m'1 a.m.u.! and the
small rotational constant of NCO (BNCO50.39 cm21),25

these constraints are clearly manifest even in the vicinity
the threshold.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental arrangement used in the laser-indu
fluorescence~LIF! pump–probe experiments employed he
was described previously.14,26Isocyanic acid~HNCO! is pre-
pared and purified following published procedures,27 and
seeded in a 30:70 He:Ne mixture at a typical pressure of
Torr. The expansion-cooled HNCO has a rotational tempe
ture Trot'10 K. The counterpropagating pump and probe
ser beams are collimated to;2 mm diameter, and intersec
the jet at;5 mm distance from the 0.5 mm nozzle orific
The delay between the pump and probe lasers pulses is s
50 ns. HNCO is photolyzed near the channel II thresh
~;260 nm! with typical pulse energies of 1–2 mJ using t
unfocused output of an excimer laser pumped dye laser.

The NCO(X 2P3/2) products are probed by laser-induc
fluorescence~LIF! via theA 2S1←X 2P transition,25 using a
second excimer laser pumped dye laser at 50 ns pump–p
delay. To minimize saturation effects, the probe laser pu
energy is kept at,5 mJ. Still, the most intense features
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the NCO LIF spectra~the Q-branch bandheads! may be
slightly affected by saturation. Fluorescence is collected w
f/1.5 optics and detected by a photomultiplier tube in t
400–500 nm range using appropriate glass filters.28 The3NH
products are detected via theA 3P←X 3S2 transition using
the frequency-doubled output of a Nd:YAG laser pump
dye laser, as described previously.29

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 1 presents the NCO photofragment yield sp
trum nearD0(H1NCO!, and compares it to spectra obtaine
previously by monitoring the3NH fragment and the HNCO
fluorescence induced by two-photon excitation.14,29 The lat-
ter is proportional to the HNCO absorption spectrum. T
3NH yield spectra were obtained by monitoring theA 3P
←X 3S2 Q1 bandhead~the largest peaks in the3NH frag-
ment LIF spectra! corresponding to rotational levelsN.6. In
the NCO yield spectra, theQ11 bandhead of the NCO
A 2S1←X 2P3/2(0000 – 0010) transition ~low J’s! was
monitored.25 Vertical arrows indicate excitation energies
which NCO photofragment LIF spectra were obtained. Tra
sitions originating from the second spin-orbit state of NC
~i.e., the2P1/2 state, which lies 94.8 cm21 above the ground
2P3/2 state! were not monitored.

Yield spectra of NCO were also obtained by monitori
the ~030! m 2S1, ~030! m 2D, and (100)2P3/2 vibrational

FIG. 1. ~a! The NCO photofragment yield spectrum obtained in the pho
dissociation of HNCO by monitoring theQ11 bandhead~low J! of the
(0000 – 0010)A 2S1←X 2P transition. Arrows mark the peaks where com
plete LIF spectra of the NCO fragment are obtained.~b! The 3NH yield
spectrum obtained in the photodissociation of HNCO by monitoring theQ1

branch of theA 3P←X 3S2 transition.~c! Two-photon excitation spectrum
of jet-cooled HNCO nearD0(H1NCO) obtained via theS1←S0 transition
by monitoring NCO~A→X! fluorescence as described in Ref. 14.
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states of NCO near their respective thresholds.25 The LIF
signals associated with both the bending and the stretc
vibrational levels appeared at their respective energ
thresholds exhibiting no noticeable constraints, contrary
the conclusion of previous work.15 However, hot-band exci-
tation in the previous 300 K experiments might have affec
the measured NCO distributions, and an incorrect value
the channel II threshold was used in the analysis.

The LIF spectra of NCO(2P3/2,0010) fragments at spe
cific excitation energies were compared to stimulated sp
tra, in which the rotational level populations were calcula
by PST.23,24 The simulations were carried out as follow
First, the rotational level energies in theA 2S1 andX 2P3/2

states and the corresponding spectral line positions w
calculated.25 Second, PST was used to obtain the rotatio
level populations,2,23,24taking into account the parent HNCO
angular momentum,JHNCO, and the rotational excitation en
ergy resulting from the finite temperature in the molecu
beam~10 K!. Third, the level populations were multiplied b
the corresponding rotational line-strength factors to yield l
intensities.25 Finally, the calculated spectral lines were co
voluted with the Gaussian laser line shape of 0.25 cm21

width.
Since the measured NCO rotational excitations w

lower than predicted by unconstrained PST~see below!, we
applied two methods to constrain the model distributions
the first approach, we used a single fit parameter,bmax, rep-
resenting the largest allowed impact parameter for the s
rating H and NCO fragments. In the second approach,
employed the centrifugal barrier restriction to describe
constraint.

The impact parameterb is related to the orbital angula
momentum quantum numberL of the separating products by

~mnb!25\2L~L11!, ~3!

wheren is the relative velocity of the separating products.
the constrained PST calculations, we did not count ph
space (J3L) cells with a quantum numberL corresponding
to an impact parameterb in excess ofbmax.

Shown in Fig. 2~a! is the NCO LIF spectrum recorded a
photolysis energy 411 cm21 above the channel II threshold
The triangles on top of the measured peaks represent
calculated peak intensities in the simulated spectrum
tained usingbmax54 Å. Figure 2~b! presents a simulate
spectrum for the sameEavl , but with no impact paramete
constraint (bmax550 Å). Clearly, the impact parameter re
striction is essential for achieving a satisfactory fit.

Figure 2~c! displays the NCO fragment LIF spectru
recorded with the photolysis laser parked at the first pea
the yield spectrum in Fig. 1, which corresponds toEavl

517 cm21. Again, the filled triangles represent the peak
tensities in the simulated spectrum; however, the best fi
achieved withbmax57 Å. The other spectra obtained at th
photolysis energies indicated by arrows in Fig. 1~a! are best
modeled by usingbmax values which progressively decrea
from 761 Å for Eavl517 cm21 to 460.5 Å for Eavl

5411 cm21.28

Since the available energy for the spectrum shown
Fig. 2~c! is within the error bars reported forD0(H1NCO!,
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a question arises regarding the accuracy of this value an
influence on the derived fit. We find that adequate model
of all the NCO~0010! LIF spectra in the rangeEavl

517– 411 cm21 can be achieved by using a single value
bmax54 Å, provided the D0(H1NCO) threshold energy is
lowered by 20 cm21. However, the appearance threshol
and rotational distributions of the other monitored vibration
levels near their respective thresholds cannot be mod
well when D0(H1NCO! is reduced by more than 7 cm21.
Note also thatD0(H1NCO! was derived from the spectrum
in Fig. 1~a!, and the quoted error bars include the uncertai
in the absolute laser wavelength calibration. On the oth
hand,Eavl is a relative quantity determined over a relativel
narrow wavelength region, and therefore its accuracy
much higher than the accuracy ofD0 . Pursuant to the above
D0(H1NCO!538 370 cm21 was used in the present mode
ing.

The second approach to restricting the rotational s
distributions is based on the centrifugal barrier constrain1,2

In this model, the effective potential for interaction of th
separating H and NCO fragments is assumed to be given

Veff5V~r !1VL~R!52
C6

r 6
1

\2L~L11!

2mR2
, ~4!

where the first~attractive! part V(r ) is defined by the long-

FIG. 2. ~a! The solid lines are the experimental LIF spectrum
NCO(2P3/2 ;0010) obtained via the (0000 – 0010) A 2S1←X 2P transition
at Eavl5411 cm21. The triangles mark the corresponding peak heights fo
simulated spectrum in which the rotational populations are calculated
PST using the impact-parameter constraint withbmax54 Å. ~b! Simulated
spectrum of NCO at the sameEavl , obtained using unconstrained PST
calculate the rotational distributions.~c! The solid lines are the experimenta
LIF spectrum of NCO(2P3/2 ;0010) obtained atEavl517 cm21. The tri-
angles are the corresponding peak heights in a simulated spectrum in w
the rotational populations are calculated by PST usingbmax57 Å.
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range part of the Lennard-Jones~LJ! potential describing the
S0 PES along the H-NCO reaction coordinate, while the c
trifugal ‘‘force’’ is responsible for the repulsion termVL(R).
Note that the two terms depend on different coordinates
V(r ), r is usually associated with the length of the break
chemical bond, while inVL(R), R is the distance betwee
the centers of mass of the products. Equatingr and R is
correct only for diatomic dissociation, while in polyatomic
the position and height of the centrifugal barrier depend
the relative orientation of the fragments, complicating t
PST state count. Here, we assume diatomiclike dissocia
and use Eq.~4! with r 5R; this approximation is further
scrutinized in Sec. IV and in the Appendix.

In the PST calculations, phase space cells for which
centrifugal barrier height exceeds the available translatio
energy of the fragments are not counted, and theC6 coeffi-
cient in Eq.~4! is the only fit parameter. We find that all th
experimental spectra in the rangeEavl517– 411 cm21 can be
well fit using C65(462)310278J m6. Figure 3 presents a
comparison between the two restricting models that fit
experimental spectra displayed in Fig. 2; clearly, the diff
ences are insignificant.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. NCO product state distributions

1. Dynamical barriers

The good fit of the NCO rotational distributions to th
constrained PST model indicates that the unimolecular

FIG. 3. The NCO(2P3/2) rotational populations that best fit the experimen
LIF spectra shown in Fig. 2. The populations are calculated by PST usin
impact-parameter (bmax) constraint~squares! and a centrifugal-barrier con
straint @Eq. ~4!# with C654310278 J m6 ~triangles! at parent HNCO rota-
tional temperature,Trot510 K. The available energies are~a! Eavl

5411 cm21, and~b! Eavl517 cm21.
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composition of HNCO takes place on a barrierless PES
evolves via a fairly loose TS. SinceS0→T1 ISC constitutes
an additional decay route, time-resolved measurements a
cannot provide a good test of statistical decomposition,
the knowledge of product state distributions is crucial
revealing the nature of the TS. The.10 ps time scale, in-
ferred for decay onS0 ,20 is sufficiently long for complete
IVR in the parent. The rotational distributions are subject
severe dynamical constraints even though the PES is b
erless. This is not surprising, since the orbital angular m
mentum constraint is stringent in reactions involving hyd
gen bond fission~small reduced mass!. The constraint can be
characterized either by abmax parameter, or by a paramete
associated with a centrifugal barrier, with both approac
reflecting the same dynamics.

For HNCO→H1NCO, angular momentum conservatio
requires that

JHNCO5JNCO1L1SH , ~5!

whereJHNCO andJNCO are the total angular momentum ve
tors of the parent HNCO and the NCO fragment, resp
tively, and SH is the electron spin of the atomic hydroge
fragment. Since bothJHNCO andSH are small,JNCO must be
predominantly counterbalanced by the orbital angular m
mentum L of the recoiling fragments. Close t
D0(H1NCO!, the highest energetically accessibleJNCO in-
creases rapidly withEavl . For example, for 10 K HNCO only
rotational levels up toJHNCO56 – 7 are significantly popu-
lated, while atEavl5200 cm21, the highest energetically ac
cessibleJNCO is 22.5. Thus large values ofL(L;JNCO) are
required by Eq.~5! for the formation of NCO in rotationa
levels close to the energetic maximum. On the other ha
high JNCO levels are correlated energetically with sma
translational energies~small n!, and therefore the associate
largeL values can mandate unphysically large values of
impact parameterb. One way of eliminating such unphysica
phase-space cells from the PST state count is to emplo
dynamical bmax restriction, as described in Sec. III. Th
simulated NCO LIF spectrum shown in Fig. 2~a! was ob-
tained withbmax54 Å, a distance characteristic of a van d
Waals-type interaction rather than chemical bonding. Thi
also a typical location of a loose PST-like TS. Notice that t
constraint limits JNCO to <20.5, substantially below the
maximum valueJNCO534.5 allowed by the energetics.

To achieve a good fit closer toD0(H1NCO!, bmax must
be increased up to 7 Å. Assuming that the TS is located n
the top of the dynamical barrier, the increase inbmax is as-
sociated with the loosening of the TS as the threshold
approached, which is a general characteristic of barrier
unimolecular reactions.1,2 The large bmax values obtained
here for values ofEavl,400 cm21 suggest that the dynamica
barriers can be attributed to the centrifugal ‘‘force’’ in E
~4!, and therefore their heights and locations should dep
on L.

Several approximations and assumptions are made in
PST calculations that include the centrifugal barrier co
straint:~i! the H-NCO potential is taken to be isotropic wit
respect to the relative orientation of the fragments, anr
5R is assumed in Eq.~4! ~diatomiclike dissociation!; ~ii ! the

an
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long-range attractive part of the potential is described b
single term2C6 /R6, whereR is the distance between th
centers of mass of the fragments; and~iii ! no interaction
between the fragments is assumed beyond the TS, whic
placed at the top of the centrifugal barrier, i.e., a channe
considered closed if the product c.m. translational energ
smaller than the height of the centrifugal barrier for the c
respondingL.

Assumption~i! needs to be reconciled with the aniso
ropy of fragment interactions. One approach, particula
suitable for barrierless dissociation, involves transform
the isotropic potentialV(r ) into the angle-dependent pote
tial V(R,u) followed by averaging with respect to the orie
tation angleu. Since an underlying assumption of PST is th
the entire phase space is sampled when the TS is loose
entation averaging is a sensible approach. In the Appen
we suggest a simple expression for the orientation-avera
1/r 6 potential. For HCNO, the existence of several bou
structural isomers~e.g., HOCN, HCNO! with equilibrium
energies belowD0(H1NCO! should make the interactio
potential appear more isotropic on average.

Despite the apparent crudeness of the pseudo-diato
approximation, we are able to model all the NCO LIF spec
at Eavl517– 411 cm21 by using C65(462)310278J m6.
This value is comparable toC651.76310278J m6 obtained
for hydrogen fission from ethylene,2 and to C6'3
310278J m6 that best fits the distributions of the hydroge
channel in theS0 dissociation of formaldehyde.30

It is uncertain to what extent the success of the sing
parameter fits results from the validity of the assumptio
As discussed in the Appendix, a pseudo-diatomic form
V(r ) can describe rather well the long-range part of the
tential, while failing at shorter distances. Since it is the lon
range potential that is most important for a loose, PST-l
TS, the success of the pseudo-diatomic approximation m
be a reflection of the mere geometrical fact that at long ra
r'R. The value of theC6 coefficient given by using the
approximate treatment@Eq. ~4! with r 5R] is about a factor
of 2 larger than what would be obtained with an ang
averaged potential~see Appendix!. Also, we recognize tha
the simpler 26 dependence used to model the H1NCO in-
teraction is an oversimplification. For example, in oth
radical–radical systems the long-range part of the PES
often more attractive than described by the LJ potentia1,2

Nevertheless, it is clear that a centrifugal-barrier constrain
PST is essential for a correct description of the NCO ro
tional distributions.

It is not surprising that thebmax parameter and
centrifugal-barrier approaches lead to similar fragment ro
tional distributions, because both models reflect the sa
physical reality. In both cases, phase space is restricte
exclude interactions between the fragments beyond a li
ing separation. In thebmax approach, the cutoff distance
used as an arbitrary fitting parameter. The centrifugal-bar
approach lends a dynamical interpretation to the limit
separationr 0 , which is defined as the location of the top
the centrifugal barrier, and is therefore a function ofL. The
strength of fragment attraction is treated as an adjust
parameter, which in turn affects the value ofr 0 . While bmax
a
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and r 0 are not the same, at eachEavl the value ofr 0 , aver-
aged overL, roughly corresponds tobmax. As shown in Fig.
4~a!, for C654310278J m6 and L58–15 the maximum of
Veff is located atr 053 – 4 Å, while for L,4 it shifts to r 0

56 – 12 Å. This is comparable to the change inbmax with
Eavl ~4–7 Å!, if we recognize that lowL-values contribute
near the dissociation threshold, while higherL-values are
necessary to compensate for highJNCO at higher excess en
ergies. This interpretation is in accord with the barrierle
nature of channel II dissociation.

In Fig. 4~b!, we also show the calculated centrifugal ba
rier heights as a function ofL. Notice that even for smallL,
the barrier height is several wave numbers~see inset!, and
sinceL'J (J[JNCO), Veff(r 0) soon exceeds the fragmen
c.m. translational energy,Et5Eavl2EJ @where EJ5BJ(J
11) is the rotational energy of NCO~J!#. Thus for HNCO
the outer~rotational! TS may play a significant role even a
relatively high available energies. This is in contrast to t
unimolecular reactions of other polyatomic molecules~e.g.,
NCNO, CH2CO, and NO2) for which the reduced mass i
larger, and both calculations and experiments indicate
except very near the threshold an inner~vibrational! TS de-
termines the reaction rate.1–5,8,31Note, however, that due to
inter-fragment exit-channel interactions, product rotatio
distributions are always more sensitive to theouter TS lo-
cated near the top of the centrifugal barrier. For examp
product rotational distributions often do not differ signifi
cantly from the predictions ofunconstrainedPST, even
when the rates indicate that the TS has tightened.5,8,32 As
stated above, in the case of H1NCO the small reduced mas

FIG. 4. Calculated~a! locations and~b! heights of the centrifugal barrier a
a function of the orbital momentum quantum number,L, for the effective
potential given by Eq.~4! with C654310278 J m6.
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and small NCO rotational constant lead to significant c
trifugal barriers even at low excess energies.

2. Average rotational excitation in constrained PST

Additional insight into constrained PST can be obtain
by considering approximate analytical expressions for
highest populated product rotational level,Jmax, and the
fraction of Eavl channeled into product rotation,f rot

5^Erot&/Eavl . In what follows, we consider the general ca
of decomposition into an atom and a linear fragment a
apply the results to HNCO→H1NCO. We assume that:~i!
the parent angular momentum isJ0'0, and therefore Eq.~5!
dictatesJ'L, whereJ is the rotational quantum number o
the linear fragment, and~ii ! Jmax@1, i.e., Eavl is not too
small. From Eq.~3!, we obtain,

\2Lmax
2 'm2n2bmax

2 '\2Jmax
2 . ~6!

Substituting

n25
2Et

m
5

2

m
@Eavl2BJ~J11!#, ~7!

with J5Jmax@1 into Eq.~6! gives:

Jmax
2 '

abmax
2 Eavl

B~11abmax
2 !

, ~8!

where

a52Bm/\2. ~9!

For H1NCO, a52.3531022 Å 22, and the uncon-
strained valueJmax'(Eavl /B)1/2 is reached only forbmax

.20 Å. In contrast, whenbmax54 Å ~e.g., for Eavl

5411 cm21), Eq. ~8! gives Jmax'0.5(Eavl /B)1/2517.5, in
good agreement with the experimental distribution shown
Fig. 3~a!. Thus forEavl'400 cm21, only half of the energeti-
cally allowed NCO rotational states are populated, indicat
a severely constrained distribution even at the large imp
parameters typical of a loose TS.

We now derive the dependence off rot on bmax. In un-
constrained PST~i.e., in the limit ofbmax→`), the probabil-
ity of producing a linear product in rotational stateJ, P(J),
is constant up to the energetic limitJmax ~for a given NCO
vibrational level!, irrespective ofEavl . Therefore, the aver
age product rotational energy~in the limit Jmax@1) is:

^Erot&5
1

Jmax11/2 (
J51/2

Jmax

BJ~J11!

'
1

Jmax
E

0

Jmax
BJ~J11!dJ'

1

3
BJmax

2 ~10!

~for a fragment whose lowestJ quantum number is 1/2!. For
unconstrained PST,BJmax

2 'Eavl , and we obtainf rot51/3, as
expected when the motions during dissociation are c
strained to a plane.33

For constrained PST,Jmax is expressed in terms ofEavl

andbmax, as given by Eq.~8!. If we assume thatP(J) is still
constant~that is, the constraint affects only the value
-

d
e

d

n

g
ct

-

Jmax, whereas the shape of the distribution remains una
fected!, then ^Erot& is still given by Eq.~10!, and together
with Eq. ~8!, we obtain:

f rot5
^Erot&
Eavl

5
abmax

2

3~11abmax
2 !

. ~11!

For H1NCO, whenabmax
2 @1 ~i.e., bmax@6.5 Å), f rot'1/3

~the unconstrained value!, while for bmax54 Å,
f rot50.09—a substantially lower fraction.

A more accurate value forf rot can be obtained by explic-
itly using constrained PST to calculate^Erot& without assum-
ing a flat P(J) distribution; the results forEavl5400 cm21

are shown in Fig. 5. In these calculations, the spin-orbit spl
ting in NCO was suppressed and two cases were conside
Trot(HNCO!510 K ~with JHNCO up to 6–7 substantially
populated! andJHNCO50. Both calculations gave similar re-
sults, as well as the corresponding calculations forEavl

5100 cm21. Again, f rot is decreased from a limiting value of
;1/3 for bmax.20 Å to ;0.1 for bmax54 Å, in good agree-
ment with Eq.~11!.

B. The intramolecular decay of HNCO

1. Decay pathways near the H 1NCO threshold

Although theS1(1A9)←S0(1A8) spectrum of HNCO has
not been fully assigned and its band origin is still unknown,34

preliminary analysis indicates that most of the observ
spectral features belong ton58 progressions; i.e., the NCO
bending vibration is the most Franck–Condon activ
mode.28,34–36 At low excitation energies, the spectrum ap
pears regular, exhibitingC-type bands with well-resolved ro-
tational structure.28,29,34 However, some of the bands are
broadened in all their rotational states, while others exhib
what appears to be state-specific perturbations.14,29

Channel I is open at all the excitation wavelengths stu
ied, and the pathway to its formation, at least up to the cha
nel III threshold, has recently been identified asS1→S0

→T1→3NH1CO.20 As seen in Fig. 1, the3NH yield spec-

FIG. 5. The fraction of available energy channeled into NCO rotation,f rot

5^Erot&/Eavl , calculated by PST as a function of the limiting impact param
eter,bmax. The calculations were carried out forEavl5400 cm21 assuming
JHNCO50 ~squares! andTrot510 K ~triangles!. Note the fast decrease inf rot

at bmax,20 Å. The spin-orbit multiplets of NCO are suppressed in thes
calculations.
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trum is very similar to the two-photon LIF excitation spe
trum of HNCO.14 In addition, noS1→S0 fluorescence is ob
served. TheS1→S0 coupling matrix elements for IC can b
estimated from the linewidths observed in the3NH yield or
HNCO LIF excitation spectra. Assuming strong coupling f
IC compared to the subsequent decay processes~see below!,
the spectral linewidths reflect mainly theS1→S0 decay rates.
For bands with well-resolved structure, i.e., most of t
bands excited at photolysis energies well bel
D0(H1NCO!, the homogeneous widths are,0.8 cm21, cor-
responding to lifetimes.6 ps, or coupling matrix element
,0.01 cm21 ~using S0 vibronic density of states o
;1000/cm21 at 38 000 cm21).37

Near D0(H1NCO!, most bands no longer exhibit
well-resolved rotational structure,14 indicating that theS1

lifetime in this region is,6 ps. State-specific effects are st
manifest in the linewidths of the vibronic bands,14 apparently
reflecting the existence of promoting modes onS1 ~although
some influence of the accessed dark levels cannot be r
out!. Near the channel II threshold, IVR onS0 should be
complete, and IC should be essentially irreversible.

On S0 , we use a rate description to treat the competit
between ISC and the decomposition to H1NCO, and assume
thatS0 decay is decoupled from the preceding IC. The rate
channel I is controlled by the ISC rate, since only a mod
barrier onT1 (;1500 cm21) exists in this channel,38 and the
region nearD0(H1NCO! is .6000 cm21 above this barrier.
Thus onT1 dissociation to channel I should be prompt. T
branching ratio between channels I and II will depend on
ratios of their specific rates@given by Eqs.~1! and ~2!, re-
spectively# at each photolysis energy.

2. Competition between dissociation to H 1NCO and
3NH1CO

Several observations related to the NCO and3NH pho-
tofragment yield spectra provide clues regarding the rela
decay rates to channels I and II:~i! no abrupt decrease in th
3NH yield is observed as the H1NCO channel opens;~ii ! the
increase in NCO~2P3/2) yield with Eavl scales roughly as the
HNCO unimolecular decomposition rate~see below!; ~iii !
even ;5000 cm21 above D0(H1NCO!, the 3NH yield is
significant, estimated at 10%–20% of the total dissociat
yield.20,29 Based on these observations, we argue that n
the channel II threshold the ISC rate onS0 , kISC(E), must be
several-fold faster than the rate of the unimolecular deca
H1NCO, kuni(E).

The fractional yields of competing channels I and
YI(E) andYII(E), can be expressed as

YI~E!5kISC~E!/@kISC~E!1kuni~E!# ~12!

and

YII~E!5kuni~E!/@kISC~E!1kuni~E!#. ~13!

If the unimolecular decay of HNCO~S0) were faster than ISC
@i.e., kuni(E)@kISC(E)], the yield of channel I would de-
crease markedly just aboveD0(H1NCO!—contrary to the
observations. In the opposite case@kuni(E)!kISC(E)#, the
NCO yield @Eq. ~13!# should increase with energy propo
r

ed

n

f
st

e

e

n
ar

to

tionally to kuni(E), while the yield of channel I@Eq. ~12!#
nearD0(H1NCO! will be largely unaffected by the openin
of channel II.

In the experiment, the3NH signal @Fig. 1~b!# does not
decrease rapidly above the channel II threshold, as comp
to the two-photon LIF spectrum of parent HNCO@Fig. 1~c!#.
The 3NH rotational distributions do not vary significantl
with excitation energy over the energy range of Fig. 1, a
therefore the relative peak heights in the3NH yield spectrum
@Fig. 1~b!# reflect the total yield of channel I.

The NCO photofragment yield spectrum@Fig. 1~a!# was
obtained by monitoring only theQ11-bandhead of the
0000-0010 transition, and it is not straightforward to conve
the spectral intensities to total NCO yields. Even though
Q11-branch is congested, its bandhead constitutes onl
fraction of the total intensity of the NCO LIF spectrum. Th
fraction decreases considerably with excitation energy a
result of the fast rise in NCO average rotational excitat
with increasingEavl ~Fig. 3!. In addition, the second spin
orbit state of NCO ~the 2P1/2 state! opens up atEavl

595 cm21, and its yield increases withEavl. Consequently,
hadYII(E) been constant, the observed peak heights in F
1~a! should havedecreasedsubstantially with increasingEavl

compared to those in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!, which is obviously
not the case. This is a qualitative indication thatYII(E) in-
creaseswith energy, as anticipated whenkISC(E).kuni(E).

We estimatedYII(E) using the following procedure
First, from the simulated NCO fragment LIF spectra at t
excitation energies indicated by arrows in Fig. 1~a!, we de-
termined the ratio of theQ11 bandhead intensity~integrated
over the 0.2 cm21 bandwidth! to the total integrated LIF
spectrum. This ratio defined a spectral calibration factorS.
We then normalized the measured NCO peak heights at e
Eavl to the corresponding absorption peak heights~deter-
mined as the average of the3NH yield and the two-photon
HNCO LIF peaks in spectra such as those in Fig. 1!. Each
normalized experimental peak height was then divided
the correspondingSvalue to give the estimated relative yie
of NCO~2P3/2). Using this procedure, we estimate that t
NCO yield in the regionEavl550– 100 cm21 is a factor of
2–3 smaller than in the 350–400 cm21 range. In the limit
kuni(E)!kISC(E), this increase inYII(E) with excitation en-
ergy reflects the increase in the rate of the unimolecular
composition to H1NCO~2P3/2!.

We estimated the H1NCO~2P! unimolecular decompo-
sition rate,kuni(E), using the same constrained PST mod
that fits the rotational distributions, i.e.,

kuni~E!5gNCO(
s2o

(
JNCO

gL~JNCO!

hr~E!
5

N†~E!

hr~E!
, ~14!

where gNCO52 is the electronic degeneracy of NCO~2P!,
gL(JNCO) is the number of allowedL states perJNCO state,
r~E! is the total density of states of HNCO, and the summ
tions are overJNCO and the two spin-orbit states of NCO
Since over a narrow energy range,kuni(E) increases approxi-
mately asN†~E!, we display in Fig. 6 the variation ofN†~E!
with Eavl for JHNCO52. In this calculation, we assumed
statistical population of the two spin-orbit states of NCO.
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Also shown in Fig. 6 are theN†~E! values corresponding
solely to the H1NCO~2P3/2) channel. It is this curve tha
should be compared with the relative NCO yields deriv
from the experimental results. We find thatN†~E! increases
by a factor of 2.7 betweenEavl550 and 400 cm21, which is
in reasonable accord with the increase in NCO yield e
mated from the experimental data. Thus all the data are c
sistent with the interpretation that at least up toEavl

5400 cm21, kISC(E) exceedskuni(E) be a factor of at
least 5.39

The calculation ofkuni(E) @Eq. ~14!! assumes that the
rate is determined at the outer~rotational! TS, located at the
top of the centrifugal barrier. However, as discussed abo
an inner~vibrational! TS determined variationally become
important with increasing excitation energy, which may fu
ther reducekuni(E).1,2 Without detailed calculations, it is
hard to predict at what excess energy the inner TS beco
important. Thuskuni(E) calculated by Eq.~14! should be
considered as an upper limit.

The absolute values ofkuni(E) calculated by Eq.~14! are
approximate also because of the uncertainty inr~E!. In PST,
r~E! is given by the density of vibrational states (rV) and
rotationalK-levels of a prolate top (rK).1,2,6,7 If we assume
that K is not conserved in the dissociation, thenr(E)
5rV,K'(2J011)rV , whereas for conservedK, r(E)
5rV . Assuming that K is not conserved andrV

51000/cm21,37 the upper limits to kuni for Eavl

550– 400 cm21 are in the range (0.7– 3.7)3109 s21, The
S0→T1 ISC rates should then be of the order of 1010s21 or
faster. IfK is conserved, the above rates should be multipl
by (2J011). In order to determinekuni(E) experimentally,
the branching ratios to channels I and II need to be known
well as the totalS0 decay rate. The latter can be determin
from time-resolved measurements of the appearance of3NH
or NCO.

FIG. 6. The number of open channels calculated by PST for HNCO→H
1NCO decomposition as a function ofEavl . The triangles indicate the tota
number of open channels to the two spin-orbit states of NCO(2P1/2,3/2),
while the squares show the corresponding number leading to the form
of the lowest spin-orbit state,2P3/2 . In the calculations,JHNCO52 andC6

54310278 J m6 are used. The calculated points are connected by lines
convenience of viewing.
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V. SUMMARY

Near its threshold, the H1NCO channel in HNCO de-
composition evolves on the ground-state PES without a b
rier. The NCO rotational distributions at Eavl

517– 411 cm21 are well described by PST, provided th
dynamical constraints are included. These constraints ca
expressed either by abmax fit parameter, or as arising from
centrifugal barriers that determine the location of the ou
TS. Both approaches reflect the same physical reality
eliminating unphysical parts of fragment phase space.
find that even for a loose TS located at 4–7 Å, the fraction
Eavl deposited as fragment rotational energy is much sma
than the fraction predicted by unrestricted PST. The red
tion is typical of systems of small reduced mass, and can
approximately described as a function of impact parame
with a simple analytical formula.

In using the centrifugal-barrier constraint, it is possib
to fit all the rotational distributions by describing the lon
range attractive interfragment interaction with an LJ pote
tial. The use of this model involves approximations rega
ing the potential anisotropy. Our analysis shows th
orientation averaging of the potential results in a shift of t
effective origin of the fragment interaction with respect
the center of mass of the polyatomic fragment, and atten
tion of the magnitude of the potential.

We have also discussed the competition on HNCO(S0)
between unimolecular decomposition to H1NCO and ISC
followed by dissociation to3NH1CO, and concluded tha
near the H1NCO channel threshold ISC must be sever
fold faster.
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APPENDIX. ORIENTATION-AVERAGING
OF THE LONG-RANGE POTENTIAL IN PLANAR
ATOM-MOLECULE DISSOCIATION: APPLICATION
TO H1NCO

The determination of the height and position of the ce
trifugal barrier in unimolecular decomposition requir
knowledge of the fragment interaction potential. For po
atomic molecules, the center of interfragment interact
does not usually coincide with the fragment’s center of ma
since bonds are directional, and the potential depends on
relative orientation of the fragments. Therefore, the effect
potential in Eq.~4! cannot be defined as a function of
single coordinateR or r. However, for a loose TS with free
fragment internal rotation, the anisotropic potential can
orientation averaged, reducing the problem to a o
dimensional case, as in diatomic dissociation.

In what follows, we consider the specific case
HNCO→H1NCO, but a generalization to other systems
straightforward. We assume that the interaction of the se
rating H and NCO fragments can be described in terms

on
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only the N–H attraction, and the potential scales asr 26 ~LJ
potential!. We show that the orientation-averaged poten
can be written in terms of the center-of-mass coordinateR as
an LJ potentialshifted to larger fragment separations.On
average, the moving center of attraction~N! appears to the H
fragment as a circle of effective radiusa50.9 Å, centered at
the NCO center of mass. The isotropic~averaged! potential
still scales as an LJ potential, but with the distance measu
from H to the effective circle.

The following assumptions are made:~i! at separations
characteristic of a loose TS, the H fragment interacts att
tively only with the N atom;~ii ! the interaction potential is
given by

V~r !52
C6

r 6 , ~A1!

wherer is the N–H distance;~iii ! HNCO is planar and all the
forces during dissociation act in the plane; and~iv! dissocia-
tion can be modeled by PST, i.e., the dissociation trajecto
sample a significant portion of the planar H–NCO potent

With R defined as the distance from H to the NCO cen
of mass~X!, let r N be the X–N distance (r N51.2 Å), while
u is the HXN angle. The H–NCO potential defined by E
~A1! is anisotropic with respect to the NCO center of ma
and can be expressed in terms ofR andu:

V~R,u!52
C6

~R21r N
2 22R•r N•cosu!3

. ~A2!

The effective attraction experienced by the fragments a
function of R is the angular average of the potential in E
~A2!. For planar dissociation,

V~R!5^V~R,u!&u

52
C6

2p E
0

2p du

~R21r N
2 22R•r N•cosu!3

. ~A3!

While this integral can be solved analytically, the solution
cumbersome, and instead we use a numerical solution fo
specific case of H1NCO. The solution is shown by solid
circles in Fig. A1~a!, which give the average potentia
V(R)/C6 as a function ofR. The functional dependence i
Eq. ~A3! is different than that given by the familiar LJ-typ
potential

V* ~R!52
C6*

R6
. ~A4!

As shown in Fig. A1~a!, no single curve of the functiona
form given by Eq.~A4! results in a satisfactory fit over th
entire range ofR. The approximate potentialV* ~R! that is in
good agreement with the exact potentialV(R) for R.4 Å
corresponds toC6* /C652.0, while the fit reproducing bette
the short-range behavior corresponds toC6* /C653.2. The
failure to describe correctly the entire potential range res
from the inadequacy of replacing the 1/r 6 term in Eq.~A1!
by 1/R6. Because of the power dependence, the effec
displacement of the potential origin from the NCO center
mass to N cannot be averaged out by NCO rotation (^1/r 6&
Þ1/̂ r &6).
l

ed

c-

s
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r

.
,
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.

he

ts

of
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A much better approximation ofV(R) in Eq. ~A3! is
given by

V** ~R!52
C6**

~R2a!6
. ~A5!

A least-squares fit of Eq.~A5! to the solution of Eq.~A3! is
shown in Fig. A1~b! by the solid line. This fit is obtained
with C6** /C650.47 anda50.90 Å. The good quality of the
fit over the entire range supports the use of Eq.~A5!, to
which we offer a simple interpretation. When NCO rotat
about its center of mass, the N atom appears to the H f
ment, on average, as a circle of effective radiusa(aÞr N)
centered at the NCO center of mass. The potential scale
1/r 6, wherer is now the distance from the effective circle
r 5R2a.

Mathematically, the potential shift reflects the fact th
^1/r 6&.1/̂ r &6, which makes the average LJ attractive for
appear closer in origin to the H fragment than dictated by
average H–N distance~^r&5R!. In other words, due to the
negative-power dependence of the potential, those part
the N orbit that are closer to H contribute more to the av
age attraction than remote points. At the same time, the
erage effective potential magnitude is attenuated (C6** /C6

FIG. A1. ~a! Solid circles: average potentialV(R) defined by Eq.~A3!, with
r N51.2 Å, normalized to an arbitrary chosen value ofC654.0310278

J m6. Thick curve and hairline: fits using the approximate potentialV* (R)
in Eq. ~A4! with C6* /C652.0 and 3.2, respectively.~b! Solid circles: aver-
age potentialV(R) @Eq. ~A3! with r N51.2 Å#, normalized toC654.0
310278 J m6 @reproduced from~a!#. Solid line: a least-squares fit using a
approximate potentialV** (R) defined by Eq.~A5!, yielding C6** /C6

50.47 anda50.90 Å. Theinset expands the long-range part of the gra
for convenience of comparison. In both~a! and~b!, the vertical axis has the
same units.
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50.47), since the attraction center N spends only a frac
of time in those parts of its orbit that contribute the most
the potential.

In general, any anisotropic potential expressed as a p
nomial expansionV(r )52(Cnr 2n ~n.0! can be averaged
following the treatment suggested here to yield

V** ~R!52(
n

Cn**

~R2an!n
, ~A6!

where theCn** andan coefficients have similar meanings a
in Eq. ~A5!.

While these considerations are general, we are never
less able to reproduce all the experimental results using
~A4! with C6* 5(462)310278J m6. This is not surprising
considering the looseness of the TS for a typical barrier
dissociation. Notice that at large fragment separations th
is good agreement between Eq.~A3! and the approximate
form given by Eq.~A4! @Fig. A1~a!#. Since the long-range fi
in Fig. A1~a! givesC6* /C652.0, we expect the true value o
C6 for the H–N interaction in HNCO to be smaller than th
value obtained by using Eq.~4! in the main text; i.e.,C6

'(261)310278J m6.
In summary, orientation averaging of any anisotrop

negative-power-law potentialV(r ) ~where r is the dissoci-
ated bond length! yields a one-dimensional potentialV(R)
~where R is the fragment c.m. separation! that can be ap-
proximated by the same functional form as the original p
tential. However, it is attenuated in magnitude and its eff
tive origin is shifted with respect to the center of mass of
polyatomic fragment.
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